
 
Training Module “ I-Develop” 
 
3 working days, 7 hours each 
 
Target Group  
EVS coordinators, EVS mentors, HO, SO 
 
Aims and Objectives of the Module: 
1. Promotion and dissemination of tools generated in the project. 

2. Increasing the level of information regarding the importance of reflection on volunteer learning              

and observation of the acquiring competences process. 

3. Increasing knowledge / developing on key issues related to maintaining minimum EVS/ESC             

standards (implementation, key competences, volunteer preparation, role of participating         

organizations). 

 
 
Preparation:  

1. Ask participants before the training to download the app “I Develop” and BadgeWallet. Ask 
them just to download it and register, that's how you can save time for downloading during 
the sessions and also will help you to avoid situations of full memory and impossibility to 
download it due to bad internet connection;  

2. Check compatibility of all the presentation with your laptop and projector, it can be helpful 
to print them out in smaller size; 

3. Make sure you have printed out  as many Learning Diaries as a number of participants + 1 in 
case 

4. PPT has all the slides from all the sessions, so you can modify, split them or change places as 
you want according to modification you would like to do to Programme. So, before you start 
a training check the slides and make all necessary changes. Also if you want you can split 
them into several PPTs 
 

 
Example of the sessions distribution: 
 
Day 1: 
10:00 - 11:30 - Introduction to a training, group and topic 
11:30 - 12:00  - Break 

 



 
12:00 - 13:30 - Different actors and Quality in EVS /ESC 
13:30 - 14:30 -  Lunch Break 
14:30 - 16:00 - Different actors and Quality in EVS /ESC 
16:00 - 16:30 - Break 
16:30 - 18:00 - Learning support and 8 key competences: Introduction 
 
 Day 2: 
10:00 - 11:30 - Tools for documenting and  recognizing learning 
11:30 - 12:00 - Break 
12:00 - 13:30 -  I-Develop Learning Diary: support of learning journey of volunteer 
13:30 - 14:30 - Lunch Break 
14:30 - 16:00 - Digital tools for supporting volunteers learning 
16:00 - 16:30 - Break 
1630 - 18:00 -  I-Develop app - quality in management and support in documenting learning 
 
 
Day 3: 
10:00 - 11:30 - Role and competences of the mentor 
11:30 - 12:00  - Break 
12:00 - 13:30 -Coaching tool  for the  learning support 
13:30 - 14:30 -  Lunch Break 
14:30 - 16:00 - YouthPass 
16:00 - 16:30 - Break 
16:30 - 18:00 - Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sessions Scripts 
 
 

 DAY 1, SESSION 1 “INTRODUCTION TO A TRAINING GROUP AND TOPIC 

Learning outcomes 1. Participants get to know each other, common learning space had 
been set up; 

2. To explore participants expectations towards upcoming days; 
3.  To present programme and approaches of the workshops; 
4. To set up individual learning objectives together with participants 

Activities step by 
step 

1. Circle of names (15 min) - ask each participant to present 
themselves and to say their name, role in the organisation and why 
are they taking part in this workshop; 
 

2. Incorporation (20 min) –say one of the characteristics that people 
might have in common and the participants needs to divide 
themselves according to it, for example –the size of the palm, 
horoscope sign or the color of eyes. When they  found people with 
the same characteristics as they are  give them the question they 
should discuss (give them 5 minutes for it), after time is over ask 
people to unit according other characteristic and give them another 
topic for discussion, you can do up to 5 rounds. Topics to discuss: 

- What do you usually do in your free time; 
-  What are your relations with the volunteers in your organisation; 
-  What type of activities volunteers in your organisation are doing? 
-  What is EVS/ESC for you 
 

3.  Present the programme of the Training (15 min) (you can use slides 
from the presentation , or, if you want you can make 3 posters before and 
write down programme of 1 day at each flipchart). 
 
4. Expectations (30 min) - Give participants post its of 3 different colours 
(green, yellow and blue) and ask them individually to think and to write: 
 

- On the green post its: What do you expect from the training (each 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1u3TowgnbWQHKCunEhiyGMf6lZLXy9UzeUz6SihGW6FY/edit#slide=id.p5


 

answer on separate post it) 
- On the yellow post its: What do you expect from the group (each 

answer on separate post it) 
- On the Blue post its: What do you want to learn during this training 

(each answer on separate post it) 
After participants finished individual work (10 min) ask them one by one 
present their answers and place on the flipchart according to colour. 
IMPORTANT! Keep this flip chart till the last session of the last day as it will 
be used during the evaluation! 

Materials and 
preparation 

Markers, post its of 3 colours, pens*number of participants; projector; 
presentation slides, chairs  

Re 
marks 

If you want, you can change the presentation of the group and ice-breaking 
activities to your favorite ones, just make sure that they can be connected 
to the topic of the training and have the same time framework! 

 
 

 DAY 1, SESSIONS 2 and 3  “ DIFFERENT ACTORS AND QUALITY IN 
EVS/ESC” 

Learning outcomes Participants explored own values and attitudes toward volunteering; 
Understood volunteering project cycle; 
Understood main responsibilities of different actors on different stages; 
Gain more views and different perspectives on how all the actors in a 
Volunteering project can cooperate – what are the advantages and 
disadvantages of the different “models” 
 

Activities step by 
step 

1. Moving debate – volunteering: (30 min) To start a session and 
enter to the topic of the Quality in EVS/CES make a short moving 
debates about volunteering in general. For this put on 2 opposite 
walls “Agree” and “Disagree”  papers. Than invite participants to 
stand up and explain to them that now you will read some 
statements, if they agree with the statement they go to “Agree” wall, 
if “Disagree” than to the opposite wall. After they take a position 
they can explain it.  
Statements: 
-              Volunteer work doesn't cost 
-              Volunteers should volunteer only on non-profit activities 
- Volunteers do not produce as good work results as          
employees 
-              Volunteers have to be efficient, achieve goals and results. 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1u3TowgnbWQHKCunEhiyGMf6lZLXy9UzeUz6SihGW6FY/edit#slide=id.p2


 

-              Volunteers are more tolerant than other people. 
-              Volunteering is more about giving than receiving. 
-              Once a volunteer, always a volunteer. 

 
2. Mapping actors of the EVS projects (10 min) Ask participants to name 
the main actors of the EVS/ESC Project. Write them down on flipchart.  
 
3. Small group work on different actors and their rights and 

responsibilities(HO, SO, CO, NA, volunteer) (20 min) Divide 
participants into 4 small groups and give each group one of the main 
actors and ask them to write on the flipchart paper what are the 
responsibility of this actor in the volunteering project. 

 
4.  Small groups work presentation (20 min) 
 
5.  Presenting Volunteering Project cycle (10 min) Using Power point 

presentation briefly present to participants Volunteering Project cycle 
 
Break - 30 min 
 
6.  After the break participants come  back to small groups and brainstorm 

on what should be done by their stakeholder on different stages + 
presenting results on the plenary (40 min) 

 
7.  Each participant draw the “model” of how the EVS –projects are 

organized in his/her organization; with all the connections between 
actors, highlighting who is close to whom, who is distant, who is in the 
center, etc. (10 min) 

 
8.  Looking at all models three dominant ones appeared which than you ask 

participants to recreate with chairs (each chair represented one actor). 
(5 min) 

9.  In the group participants walk  “trying” all three different models – 
looking at it, sitting on the different chairs and feeling the “model”, 
discussing advantages and disadvantages; at the last model 
participants could recreate the model of their organization and try 
different changes and see the effects. (40 min) 

At the end of the exercise ask participants how they feel about different 
models and what was the most important element for them. 

Materials and 
preparation 

PPT slides with questions on “Walking debates”; chairs, PPT slide with the 
main actors of the EVS/ESC; pens and pencils.  

 



 

Remarks To prepare yourself for the session you can read Erasmus+ minimum 
volunteering TEC and quality standards 
https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity-corps  
  

 
 
 

 DAY 1, SESSION 4 “LEARNING SUPPORT AND 8 KEY COMPETENCES 
INTRO” 

Learning outcomes To reflect on our own learning process, during life; 
To show the importance of self-assessment of own learning needs and 
planning of  own learning process; 
To  introduce to participants Learning aspects of volunteering activities; 
To present 8 key competences and Youth Pass as a recognition and 
monitoring tool of volunteers learning. 

Activities step by 
step 

1. Brief intro to the workshop (10 min): Prepare in advance a flipchart             
with the word “LEARNING”, when you start the session ask participants to            
take a look at flipchart and tell you all the associations that they have with               
LEARNING, write down all the association on the flip chart around.  
 
2. Ask participants to share with you their first memory about when they             
have learned something, invite them to share these memories with the           
group (4-5 people) - 10 min 
 
3. “River of learning” exercise (40 min). a) Ask participants to           
symbolically, using metaphor of river draw their life learning, how and           
what they learned in different life moments starting from the birth and till             
now. Where the river can show intensity of their learning in different life             
moments, trees, stones etc can simboliese people who were supporting          
them in this process 
b)After personal work, ask them to share their rivers in small groups of 3              
people and than in the big group make a debriefing with the questions:  

- How was a drawing for you? 
- What was most difficult and what was the easiest part of the            

exercise? 
- What helps us to recognise our learning? 
- What supports our learning process? How can we support learning          

process of volunteers 
 
4. Intro to 8 key competences (25 min) - Using Power point presentation             

 

https://erasmusplus.org.pl/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/tec-min-quality-standards-v08122017-1.pdf
https://erasmusplus.org.pl/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/tec-min-quality-standards-v08122017-1.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/youth/solidarity-corps


 

slide present 8 key competences, for each competence ask participants to           
give you an example that it might be for a volunteer; 
 
5. Closure of the day - ask participants to tell you one word that they               
associate  with the training day 
 

Materials and 
preparation 

Flipchart with the word LEARNING, colourful markers and pencils (3 
packages), A4 paper equal to number of participants, projector and slide 
with 8 key competences. Prepare as well in advance a calm music that can 
support river drawing (for example “Riverside” Agnes Obel).  

Remarks 1. In this session we use excercise “River of learning” from l2l 
Handbook for facilitators 
www.learning2learn.eu/images/docs/l2l_handbook_for_facilitator
s.pdf 

2. You can find description of 8 key competences here: 
https://www.youthpass.eu/sk/help/for/youth-initiatives/learn/in
formation/ 

3. For the concrete examples of the competence in the volunteering 
you can consult here: 
https://es.scribd.com/doc/134621679/8-Key-Competencies-For-Y
outhpass-in-EVS  

 

 
 

 DAY 2, SESSION 1 “TOOLS FOR DOCUMENTATION AND RECOGNISING OF 
LEARNING” 

Learning outcomes Realizing the relevance of documenting learning processes as an essential 
element of the competences of a self-directed learner of volunteer; 
 Knowing about the various forms and tools to document learning. 

Activities step by 
step 

1.       Learning conclusions from  Day 1 (30 min) Ask participants  to look 
back at yesterday and noting down: What did I experience yesterday? 
What questions are still with me? Were there any feelings at any time? 
What? Why? Were there situations that reminded you of something 
you have already experienced? What is the connection? Did you realize 
something for yourself? 

For this exercise participants can use any means of documenting as they 
want (they can use notebooks, voice recorder, they can record a video, 

 

http://www.learning2learn.eu/images/docs/l2l_handbook_for_facilitators.pdf
http://www.learning2learn.eu/images/docs/l2l_handbook_for_facilitators.pdf
https://www.youthpass.eu/sk/help/for/youth-initiatives/learn/information/
https://www.youthpass.eu/sk/help/for/youth-initiatives/learn/information/
https://es.scribd.com/doc/134621679/8-Key-Competencies-For-Youthpass-in-EVS
https://es.scribd.com/doc/134621679/8-Key-Competencies-For-Youthpass-in-EVS


 

drawing, etc…) 

2. After they come back, make a group reflection (30 min): 

- What helps us to realise our learning? 
- What are the essential questions that can help us to analyse and 

make learning conclusions; 
- What is the best form for them to document learning and why? 
- What tool they usually suggest for their volunteers for learning 

documentation 

3.         Summary of different tools and tips and tricks to document learning 
(30 min).  

a)Make 4 flipcharts, on each of them write down one of the means for 
documenting learning: blogs, diaries, photos  and videos (you also can 
ask  a group if they would like to add any other means that is not 
there). Put flip charts in different corners on the wall, and ask 
participants to go in silence and under each of the flipchart write down 
the advantages and disadvantages of each of them. 

b) Gather participants back and look together with them on the results of 
their work on flipcharts, ask them how was an exercise for them. 

Materials and 
preparation 

Flipchart, markers 

Remarks Essential for this session: in long learning processes (such as EVS/ESC) it is 
important to note in one way or another all these remarkable 
experiences and reflections and feelings with them – because at the 
end they are needed to better understand the learning process. 

 

 
 

 DAY 2, SESSION 2  “III-DEVELOP LEARNING DIARY: SUPPORT OF THE 
LEARNING JOURNEY OF VOLUNTEER” 

Learning outcomes To Explore Learning Diary developed in the frame of the project; 
To see how the Diary can be used in own organisation with volunteers. 

Activities step by 
step 

1. Show participants the video about I-Develop learning Diary  (5 
min) 
https://www.facebook.com/idevelop.project/videos/2412507100

 

https://www.facebook.com/idevelop.project/videos/241250710092815/


 

92815/  
2. Give each participant 1 copy of the Diary, give them 15 min to go 

through it; 
3. Make a small group discussion (15 min): 

- What do you think about the diary? 
- Can it be used by volunteers and why? 

4.  Split participants into the trios, ask them to brainstorm about (30 min): 
- How dairy can be introduced to volunteer; 
- What are the most useful parts of the Diary from your point of 

view; 
- Different ways of work with the Diary; 

5.  Group presents results of their work in the plenary (5 min per group) 
  

Materials and 
preparation 

Learning Diaries printed out, slide with the Diary video, Padlet slide with 
QR Code.  

Remarks In case group will have negative comments about the Diary, ask them to be 
constructive and make a question - how would  you change it in order to 
make it work for you. 

 
 

 DAY 2, SESSION 3 “DIGITAL TOOLS AND GAMIFICATION FOR SUPPORTING 
VOLUNTEERS LEARNING” 

Learning outcomes Participants explore gamification and how it can be used in the youth 
work; 
Got to know open EVS  badges as an example of the digital tool for 
supporting volunteers learning. 

Activities step by 
step 

1.Introduction to Gamification (30 min) 
1) What is a game? What are the main elements of the game? 
2) What makes people play games? 
3) Which of these elements we can use in our work 
4) Present elements of gamification in education  

 
2.  Intro to EVS Badges (5 min) 
EVS BADGES were created in order to support and recognise learning of 
EVS volunteers through the whole EVS process. It can be used as learning 
support tool for mentoring (in this case mentor can use system as a tool for 
PLANNING, DOCUMENTING and REFLECTING upon RECOGNISING the 
learning of EVS VOLUNTEER).  As well volunteer can use this system on 
his/her own, in order to plan, monitor and RECOGNISE his/her own 

 

https://www.facebook.com/idevelop.project/videos/241250710092815/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1u3TowgnbWQHKCunEhiyGMf6lZLXy9UzeUz6SihGW6FY/edit#slide=id.g5ef69bed4c_1_16


 

learning and share achievements with others. As well using badges will 
support YOUTHPASS process and can be used as a part of the CV. 
The system is very easy – at the beginning there are 3 ON-BOARDING 
badges help volunteer to get familiar with the system and start to explore 
and receive badges. This badges, on the one hand are easy to get, on the 
other hand helps volunteer to get to know what are the open badges are 
and what EVS badges are exist. Next set of badges are 8 KEY 
COMPETENCES BADGES. There are 3 levels: timewise – first level badges 
are for the beginning of EVS project, as they can help volunteer to explore 
local community, start to learn and practice local language, get to know 
what is going on around, start to plan and document own learning – that’s 
why first level badges called EXPLORER.  Second level badges will take 
more time to receive, as for each badge volunteer should complete 4 out of 
8 quests. Tasks are more challenging and…exciting! Here volunteer choose 
by him/her self what are the competences they want to focus on more and 
decide which badges they want to receive. If volunteer succeeded with 2nd 
level, than they can open 3rd level badges and to come to MASTERY and 
SUCCESS, for the 3rd level badges volunteer should complete 3 out of 7 
quests (for some badges less), and some tasks are really requiring some 
mastery. On the other hand we believe that learning should be FUN, so 
tasks are diverse and also coinciding with many things that EVS/ESCers do 
anyway, but sometimes without recognising that it is part of their learning 
process. Sometimes it happens that volunteer can become bored doing all 
this big quests, or some tasks are seems to be hard, in this case we have 
badges that are quite easy to get and that are also motivate volunteer to 
continue with badges, this are so called SUCH FUN BADGES. Why the 
system is based on the 8 key competences…because this is official 
competences frame for EVS/ESC Projects and…because later on volunteers 
can use them while filling in competences part of YOUTHPASS 
 
 
3. How to work with EVS Badges: 
a)Ask participants to follow the link 
https://www.badgecraft.eu/auto/join/9166c753-034e-44d5-9fd4-b58715
0d98f5 
b) Invite them to explore badges individually (10 min); 
c) Present to participants tips on how to use badges (20 min) 
 
 

Materials and 
preparation 

PowerPoint slides, ask participants before the session to bring their mobile 
phones; handouts of tips on how to use badges; 

 

https://www.badgecraft.eu/auto/join/9166c753-034e-44d5-9fd4-b587150d98f5
https://www.badgecraft.eu/auto/join/9166c753-034e-44d5-9fd4-b587150d98f5


 

Remarks For this session you will need strong Internet connection, make sure that 
all participants can be connected to wifi at the same time 

 
 

 DAY 2, SESSION 4 “INTRODUCTION TO A TRAINING GROUP AND TOPIC 

Learning outcomes Participants explores I-Develop application and are able to use it in their 
work 

Activities step by 
step 

1. Ask participants to go to app page 
https://www.idevelop4u.eu/Login and register there (10 min) 

2. Make a presentation of the app functions using the PPt (15 min): 
- Function of the planning activities and tasks with calendar; 
- Function of writing down learning conclusions after the 

activity have finished; 
3. Practice (20): ask participants  to create 5 activities for volunteers in 
upcoming 2 months. Split participants into pairs - one of them will be a 
coordinator, another one - volunteer. Coordinator should invite volunteer 
to the project, volunteer should check his/her tasks and write in the app 
what he/she could potentially learned out of them; 
 
4. Make a group discussion - 35 min (take notes during it to send us 
feedback after) 

- What do you think about the app? 
- What are the useful functionalities you see? 
- Which functionalities are useless for you and why? 
- How would you use app in your organisation? 

 
5. Day closure (20 min) Ask participants to share in the circle: 

- How was a day for you today? 
- What did you learn/discover today? 

Materials and 
preparation 

PowerPoint slides, ask participants before the session to bring their mobile 
phones; 

Remarks For this session you will need strong Internet connection, make sure that 
all participants can be connected to wifi at the same time 

 
 

 DAY 3, SESSION 1 “ROLE AND COMPETENCES OF THE TRAINER” 

Learning outcomes Participants visualise what are  the skills, knowledge and attitude should 

 

https://www.idevelop4u.eu/Login


 

have a mentor in order to be able to provide learning support to volunteers 

Activities step by 
step 

1. Step 1 (5 min) Divide group into 3 small groups and give them a 
task: “Using all the materials you can find in the middle of the room 
(magazines, newspapers, scizors, glue, coloured paper, markers 
and pencils) make a collage that will show skills, attitudes and 
knowledge of the Ideal Mentor. You will have 15 min for the 
brainstorm about his/her qualities and 30 min for the creation of 
the collage, and than each group will have 5 min for presentation of 
their results”. 

2. Participants making a task (45 min), meanwhile you observe and 
taking notes. 

3. Presentation of the results (15 min) 
4. Debriefing (25 min): 

- How was this exercise for you? 
- How was a process of decision making about what skills, 

attitudes and knowledge to be on the poster? 
- What are the most important qualities of mentor for you 

and why? 

Materials and 
preparation 

Newspapers, magasins, scizors, paper colours, pencils, markers, glue 

Remarks  

 
 

 DAY 3, SESSION 2 “COACHING TOOL FOR THE LEARNING SUPPORT” 

Learning outcomes Participants got to know and practice coaching tool that helps volunteers 
to develop their personal learning plan 

Activities step by 
step 

 
1. Step 1 (40 min). Ask participants to split into couples and to choose who 
will be  a coach and who volunteer. Explain that in the couples they will go 
through the coaching process that can be done with volunteers at the 
beginning or end of their project, that will help them to create a learning 
plan for a year. 
Instructions for coach: Ask volunteer, what would you like to do till the end of 
EVS project or (in our case till the end of the year)(10 things). 
Volunteer telling them to you and you writing them down. After the list is 
ready you ask volunteer to close their eyes and say “If you need to choose 
between (you read the first idea) and (you read the second idea), but not both 

 



 

of them what would you choose?”. Volunteer should answer “If I need 
to choose between (repeat the first idea) and (repeat the second idea), but 
not both of them, I would choose (and name one idea). After you repeat the 
question, but they have to choose between ideas that have been chosen and 
the next one. You always use the same structure for the question and 
volunteer for the answer. 
For example volunteer have ideas a, b,c ,d, e, f, g, h,i, j,k 
Coach: “If you need to choose between a (you read the first idea) and b(you 
read the second idea), but not both of them what would you choose?” 
Volunteer: “If I need to choose between a(repeat the first idea) and b(repeat 
the second idea), but not both of them, I would choose a(name first idea) 
Coach: “If you need to choose between a (you read the first idea) and c(you 
read the third idea), but not both of them what would you choose?” 
Volunteer: “If I need to choose between a(repeat the first idea) and c(repeat 
the third idea), but not both of them, I would choose c(name third idea) 
You repeat until the idea k (10th), and write down the idea that finally 
chosen. Then you repeat the same process 4 more times (each time you are 
not taking the ideas that have been already chosen as the priorities), and 
write down the final ideas in the list. 
So by the end you should get list of 5 prioritised ideas. You read them to 
volunteer and ask him/she to open their eyes. 
After you got the list of 5 priorities ask volunteer to formulate the goals out of 
this priority. For this you can use SMART model.  
ASk volunteer to tell you the concrete steps he /she will take to reach this 
goal (while volunteer is telling the step you write them down. After, ask 3 
most important steps and the last question what volunteers will do next 24 
hours and how you will know he/she did it? You also can take list of the 
steps and put concrete dates for each step. 
 
 2. Step 2 (40 min) Participants change the roles and repeat the process. 
 
3. Step 3 (10min) Ask participants when they can use this tool with 
volunteers  
  
 

Description of the 
methods 

Papers, pens 

Remarks Be always around as participants can be confused at the beginning and 

 



 

have some questions about the method 

 
 

 DAY 3, SESSION 3 “YOUTHPASS” 

Learning outcomes Participants made a reflection about their learning in last 2,5 days; 
Participants connected the learning with 8 key competences; 
Participants know how this method can be used for work with the Youth 
Pass 

Activities step by 
step 

Step 1. 20 min  Provide participants with a variety of materials (pencils, 
coloured papers, plasticina, magazines, scizers, glue, etc...) so each of them 
can create handmade badge (3-4) that are recognizing their biggest 
learning achievements during last 2,5 days . 
 Step 2 (30 min). Remember together with the participants  8 key 
competences, with concrete examples from the volunteers experiences. Put 
on a floor  a big poster with 8 sells, each sell for one competence, and invite 
participants to share with the group what badges did they do for 
themselves and after place this badges to cells according to competences 
this badge can be connected to. 
Step 3. Show a video about Youth Pass 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDdkgRMA_cg  
 
Step 4. Discuss with the group how mentor can support YouthPass process 
of volunteer? When you should start to work with YouthPass? How much 
should mentor intervin in the process of YouthPass filling? 

Materials and 
preparation 

pencils, coloured papers, plasticina, magazines, scizers, glue, projector, 
flipchart with 8 key competences 

Remarks  

 
 

 DAY 3, SESSION 4 “EVALUATION” 

Learning outcomes Participants evaluated training; 
Participants got some practical tools for evaluation the project with 
volunteers 

Activities step by 
step 

1. Looking back to programme (5 min) Together with participants 
remember main sessions of this training 

2. Bring the poster with the expectations, ask participants to look at 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDdkgRMA_cg


 

them and if their expectations have completed take them out from 
the flipchart (5 min); 

3. In the circle ask participants to share which expectations had 
completed and which not and why (20 min); 

4. Give participants A4 paper and envelope. Put calm music, tell them 
that now they will write a letter to themselves, with the main ideas 
and tips for their future mentorship or coordination. (20 min) After 
they finish, ask them to put a letter inside the envelope, and say 
that they can open this letter when they will start to work with new 
volunteer; 

5. While participants writing letter to themselves put on the floor 
Dixit Cards, after you finish previous exercise invite participants to 
look at  the cards and choose one, that they associate with this 
training. After they choose the card ask them to share what card 
they have chosen and why, how was this training for them (30 
min). 

6. Ask participants to fill in Evaluation forms; 
7. Close the training 

Materials and 
preparation 

Flipchart with expectations, A4 paper*number of pax, envelops*number of 
pax, Dixit cards 

Remarks  

 
 

 


